Femtosecond time-resolved small and wide angle x-ray diffuse scattering techniques are applied to investigate the ultrafast nucleation processes that occur during the ablation process in semiconducting materials. Following intense optical excitation, a transient liquid state of high compressibility characterized by large-amplitude density fluctuations is observed and the buildup of these fluctuations is measured in real time. Small-angle scattering measurements reveal snapshots of the spontaneous nucleation of nanoscale voids within a metastable liquid and support theoretical predictions of the ablation process. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.135502 PACS numbers: 79.20.Ds, 61.05.cp, 61.20.Lc, 64.60.ÿi The liquid state of matter can be both supercooled below its freezing point and superheated above its boiling point. Although these are nonequilibrium states, their lifetime is longer than typical laboratory observation times and they are thus classified as metastable, stuck in a local minimum of the free energy. Despite their apparent stability, these systems exhibit localized fluctuations, corresponding to nuclei of the lower energy phase which rapidly form and dissolve, a process for which there exists a critical size for stable growth of the equilibrium phase, typically of nanoscale dimensions [1-3] (depending on the degree of superheating). When the transition does occur, it occurs rapidly, as is familiar to anyone who has observed the catastrophic boiling that suddenly occurs in superheated liquid water [4] . The development of ultrafast, atomic-scale sensitive techniques enables one to capture these transient, intermediate states, which under current laboratory methods, may spontaneously transform to lower energy stable states on inaccessible time scales. Techniques like time-resolved x-ray or electron scattering record these intermediate states in the form of a diffuse scattering pattern whose shape reflects the local atomic-scale structure that characterizes the transforming material. As a result of the orientational isotropy in the system and the short correlation lengths, these are typically broad diffraction rings, in contrast to the well-defined diffracted beams one obtains from a crystalline system. The radially averaged diffracted intensity as a function of scattering angle (normalized by atomic scattering factors) is a direct measure of the liquid structure factor SQ, where Q 4 sin= is the momentum transfer, 2 is the scattering angle, and is the wavelength, which directly encodes the short-range correlations in disordered materials.
Femtosecond time-resolved small and wide angle x-ray diffuse scattering techniques are applied to investigate the ultrafast nucleation processes that occur during the ablation process in semiconducting materials. Following intense optical excitation, a transient liquid state of high compressibility characterized by large-amplitude density fluctuations is observed and the buildup of these fluctuations is measured in real time. Small-angle scattering measurements reveal snapshots of the spontaneous nucleation of nanoscale voids within a metastable liquid and support theoretical predictions of the ablation process. DOI The liquid state of matter can be both supercooled below its freezing point and superheated above its boiling point. Although these are nonequilibrium states, their lifetime is longer than typical laboratory observation times and they are thus classified as metastable, stuck in a local minimum of the free energy. Despite their apparent stability, these systems exhibit localized fluctuations, corresponding to nuclei of the lower energy phase which rapidly form and dissolve, a process for which there exists a critical size for stable growth of the equilibrium phase, typically of nanoscale dimensions [1] [2] [3] (depending on the degree of superheating). When the transition does occur, it occurs rapidly, as is familiar to anyone who has observed the catastrophic boiling that suddenly occurs in superheated liquid water [4] . The development of ultrafast, atomic-scale sensitive techniques enables one to capture these transient, intermediate states, which under current laboratory methods, may spontaneously transform to lower energy stable states on inaccessible time scales. Techniques like time-resolved x-ray or electron scattering record these intermediate states in the form of a diffuse scattering pattern whose shape reflects the local atomic-scale structure that characterizes the transforming material. As a result of the orientational isotropy in the system and the short correlation lengths, these are typically broad diffraction rings, in contrast to the well-defined diffracted beams one obtains from a crystalline system. The radially averaged diffracted intensity as a function of scattering angle (normalized by atomic scattering factors) is a direct measure of the liquid structure factor SQ, where Q 4 sin= is the momentum transfer, 2 is the scattering angle, and is the wavelength, which directly encodes the short-range correlations in disordered materials.
Recent experiments probing atomic-scale dynamics in disordered systems using electron diffraction techniques have focused on gas-phase photochemical reactions [5] , the melting transition in thin-film metallic or semiconducting samples [6, 7] , and other interfacial phenomena [8] on ps and subps time scales. In contrast, the weak scattering cross section of x rays compared to electrons allows for bulk probing of condensed phase dynamics, but has so far limited x-ray scattering studies of disordered or liquid systems to 100 ps time scales [9] [10] [11] [12] . We describe here diffuse x-ray scattering measurements in which the structural dynamics of the liquid-state and the subsequent ablation process are directly measured with subpicosecond resolution. Measurements were performed at the Stanford linear accelerator center using the sub-picosecond pulse source, a precursor to future hard x-ray free electron lasers [13] and a spontaneous source of 9 keV x-rays with a pulse duration of 80 fs FWHM [14] . The setup is similar to the schematic shown in reference [15] . An InSb bulk singlecrystalline (100) sample was placed so that the x-rays were incident at 0.4 degrees, without satisfying the Bragg condition for any reflection. A 50 fs, 800 nm laser pulse at a fluence of 75 mJ=cm 2 was incident near Brewster's angle. In order to overcome timing fluctuations between x rays and laser, an electro-optic sampling technique [16, 17] was used to record the relative arrival time of each x-ray pulse with respect to the pump laser pulse. Under these laser excitation conditions, a nonthermal solid-liquid transition occurs on subpicosecond time scales [15, 18, 19] , followed by isochoric heating of the optically formed liquid to high temperatures and pressures. Near the ablation threshold [20] , the sample then relaxes through adiabatic expansion into a region of the phase diagram lying between the binodal and spinodal curves, in the liquid-vapor coexistence regime [21, 22] . Here the system is metastable, and a rapid phase-explosion-driven boiling is thought to occur, leading to ablation of the near-surface layer, with a threshold fluence of roughly 50 mJ=cm 2 in InSb. We have probed this process directly by recording the time-dependent scattering from the near-surface region on a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, placed just beyond the edge of the sample. Figure 1 shows raw snapshots of the scattering from the liquid state for a range of times before and after optical excitation, capturing the full range of dynamics from liquid formation to recrystallization. Following excitation, a broad diffuse scattering ring emerges which rapidly narrows, shifts to smaller scattering angles, and eventually dissolves as a result of material removal and recrystallization of the underlying liquid layer. Figure 2(a) shows radially-averaged lineouts of measured scattering patterns, normalized by the atomic scattering factor squared (corrected for polarization and geometric effects) to give the liquid structure factor SQ; t. Also shown are MD simulations by Gu et al. [23] of equilibrium liquid InSb at its melting temperature, corrected for our Q resolution. At long times (t 20 ns), good agreement with the equilibrium liquid state is obtained. This equilibrium structure is observed to last for at least 100 ns, indicating that this arises from an attached liquid surface layer and not an ablated liquid layer (which would be unstable on ns time scales and of different density than the equilibrium liquid [21] ). In contrast, at short times, the liquid structure factor is significantly different than that for the equilibrium liquid. At t 500 fs (shorter than the time scale for transfer of energy to the lattice), the structure factor is significantly broadened compared to the equilibrium case as the local structure of the liquid or disordered state is just beginning to form. By t 10 ps, and lasting for hundreds of ps, large deviations from the equilibrium structure factor are observed at small scattering angles.
The time scale on which the diffuse scattering increases is displayed in Fig. 3 , showing the integrated diffuse scattering as a function of time for both the high Q (1:0-3:0 A ÿ1 , near the peak of the liquid structure factor) and low Q (0:4-1:6 A ÿ1 , small angle) regions. Also shown in Fig. 3 
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tering under identical conditions. Near the peak of the liquid structure factor the increase in diffuse scattering occurs with a subpicosecond rise time, limited by our temporal resolution (700 fs, set by the crossing angle of the laser and x rays on the sample), and coincident with the decrease in Bragg scattering. At small angles, the increase is significantly slower, occurring on >10 ps time scales. We interpret this behavior in the following way: In the limit as Q approaches zero, the structure factor can be written as
where N is the number of atoms, is the density, and gr is the pair correlation function [24] . The increase in scattering at low Q thus indicates the development of longer length-scale density fluctuations in the liquid and the formation of a softer liquid than the equilibrium state [25, 26] . The development of fluctuations will be limited by the speed of sound and the length-scale of the fluctuation; thus the low Q, longer length-scale dynamics will develop on slower time scales compared to the dynamics observed near the peak of the liquid structure factor, in agreement with Fig. 3 . At longer time scales, the increase at low Q is likely to be dominated by subsequent thermal and mechanical expansion of the liquid, occurring on hundreds of picosecond time scales. In contrast, during the first few ps, although the bonds have been broken, the volume is conserved. We note that, like the ice-water phase transition, crystalline InSb contracts upon melting [27] . A liquid at the initial crystalline density is thus generated during the first few ps, corresponding to a more open-packed structure than the equilibrium liquid. The short time scale compressibility is increased compared to the equilibrium state, and the system undergoes larger-amplitude density fluctuations, giving rise to the increase in scattering at small angles. We have quantitatively checked this hypothesis by calculating the liquid structure factor using a hard-sphere model [28] , for which an analytical form exists with just one independent variable, the packing density of the liquid =6n 3 , where n is the number density and is the hard-sphere diameter. These calculations treat the initial optically induced liquid as a set of hard spheres with only short-range repulsive interactions, as would be expected at short times during which the covalent bonds are broken (this model does not accurately describe the equilibrium liquid). The packing density of the liquid is calculated from the initial parameters of the crystalline state, taking the nearest neighbor InSb distance, 2.81 Å as the hard-sphere diameter, corresponding to 0:34. comparison of the model calculation to the experimental data obtained at t 3 ps, also compared to the equilibrium liquid structure factor. One observes that the hard-sphere model quantitatively reproduces the measured structure factor at short times, including the increase in scattering at low Q (1-1:5 A ÿ1 ) that is observed compared to the equilibrium liquid. Thus, at short times, the measured transient liquid structure is qualitatively different from the equilibrium liquid, and is characterized by the structural properties of the initial crystalline state.
In order to probe the fluctuating nature of the photoinduced liquid state more closely, we extended our measurements to lower Q, probing down to 0:2 A ÿ1 .
Figure 2(c) shows the measured diffuse scattering for Q 2 0:2-1 A ÿ1 at three different times, t 10 ps, t 100 ps, and t 10 ns. At low Q for t 10 ns, negligible scattering occurs. In contrast, one observes at t 10 ps and at t 100 ps a minimum in SQ; t at nonzero Q and a strong increase in the scattering near Q 0, indicative of the development of long range time-dependent correlations. For comparison, we have calculated the timedependent structure factor SQ; t for a laser-excited semiconductor using previous molecular dynamics simulations for the case of silicon [22, 29] . Si and InSb share similar phase diagrams, bonding, and structure so that the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are expected to qualitatively describe our experimental results. The sample size was 10 10 30 nm and carrier and atom dynamics are described by Monte Carlo and MD techniques, respectively. The atoms follow Newtonian dynamics and interact via an empirical Stillinger-Weber potential which provides a satisfactory description of both the crystalline and liquid phases. The x-ray structure factor associated with calculated thermodynamic trajectories is shown in Fig. 4 during the first tens of picoseconds following excitation at a fluence near the ablation threshold. Calculated snapshots of the local structure near the surface are shown in Fig. 4 for each time. It is observed that on ps time scales, localized voids spontaneously form and then coalesce into a single nanoscale void or bubble, growing to a few nanometers in size, corresponding to the nucleation of the vapor phase and the first steps in the ablation of the material structure. The structure factor that follows from these MD simulations exhibits a transient divergence at small Q, extending to 0:5 A ÿ1 , similar to our experimental observations. These simulations thus provide a qualitative description of the fluctuating nature of the liquid at short times, in agreement with our experimental data.
The observed voids within the liquid represent the first steps in the nucleation of the vapor phase, a dynamical barrier crossing event in which a free energy barrier dictates a critical size for spontaneous growth of the new phase [1]. The experiments described above thus capture the nanoscale, ultrafast fluctuation dynamics that underlie superheated liquids, first order phase transitions in materials, and ablation physics, and provide the first direct measurements of the underlying atomic-scale dynamics. Future small-angle scattering measurements with spatially coherent femtosecond x-ray sources [13] will potentially enable measurement of the three-dimensional shape of the void structure and direct extraction of the free energy surface that determines the spontaneous nucleation dynamics in both bulk and nanoscale materials. 
